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Canadian city Hamilton opens up vaccine
eligibility to people 18 and over in outbreak hot

spots, as long as they aren't WHITE

Canadian government accused of ‘assault’ on
free speech over proposal to police videos

posted on social media





Cancelling Isaac Newton as part of a
‘decolonisation’ drive is part of a woke-driven

purge in education that must be resisted

A British university erasing the achievements of one of the
world’s greatest scientists because he may have profited

from ‘colonial-era activity’ is madness, and cancels the human
spirit behind scientific discovery. 



 “People here in Florida do not consent to the genetically
engineered mosquitoes or to being human experiments.”









Dozens of inmates at an Iowa prison were sickened this week
after the prison’s nurses inadvertently administered

overdoses of the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine...
At least 77 inmates at the Iowa State Penitentiary in Fort

Madison received shots on Tuesday that contained six times
the recommended dosage.

 



Page 69:  No mRNA drug has been approved in this new potential
class of medicines, and may never be approved as a result of
efforts by others or us. mRNA drug development has substantial
clinical development and regulatory risks due to the novel and
unprecedented nature of this new class of medicines.

Page 70: Currently, mRNA is considered a gene therapy product
by the FDA. 



140 page pdf available in the
RTS.Earth Article 



Bill Gates says vaccine formulas shouldn’t be

shared with developing world

Bill Gates Demands United Kingdom Reverse
Foreign Aid Cuts, Send Corona Vax Abroad

Bill Gates: My 'best investment' turned $10 billion
into $200 billion worth of economic benefit

Investing in global health organizations aimed at increasing access to
vaccines creates a 20-to-1 return in economic benefit....the Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation has donated "a bit more than $10 billion" 





Pfizer has been accused of “bullying” Latin American governments in
Covid-19 vaccine negotiations and has asked some countries to put up

sovereign assets, such as embassy buildings and military bases, as a
guarantee against the cost of any future legal cases

 Pfizer “is trying to eke out as much profit and minimise its risk at every
juncture with this vaccine development, then this vaccine roll-out. Now,

the vaccine development has been heavily subsidised already. So there’s
very minimal risk for the manufacturer involved there.”

https://mg.co.za/tag/covid-19-vaccine/
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I am Legend

It's the vaccine that creates the Zombies, not the
"disease"....just sayin'



All of the links discussed in this
episode are in the  RTS.Earth

article linked below in the video
description


